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Section I. Introduction 
 

Background 
 
Rationale 

The principal reason for mandating coverage of specified persons is due to equity 
considerations.  Note that continuation of coverage for employees and dependents, 
discussed elsewhere, is a type of person mandate, as are most anti-discrimination rules 
that obligate plans to provide coverage for identifiable groups of individuals such as 
pregnant women or those with disabilities. 

 
Statutory Authority 

States impose person mandates under their broad authority to regulate health 
insurance.  Because of ERISA, states do not have the authority to impose these 
restrictions on self-insured health plans. 

 
Key Elements 

Person mandates simply require coverage of identifiable groups, including adopted 
children, dependent students, handicapped dependents, newborns and non-custodial 
children. By convention, requirements to permit conversion of coverage to non-group 
policies also are considered person mandates.  Also by convention, these mandates do not 
include mandates for selected services targeted at a particular population such as 
substance abuse treatment, 48-hour maternity stays or mammography screening. They are 
restricted to instances in which an entire group receives the same array of coverage as 
others, not just individual services. With the except of conversion to non-group, which 
sometimes takes the form of a mandated offering (plans must offer it, but not every plan 
sold must include this feature), all person mandates require the inclusion of coverage for 
all plans sold. 

 
Scope 

Virtually every state has some person mandates (e.g., all states require automatic 
coverage of newborns under the mother’s insurance policy). Leaving aside continuation 
requirements since these were discussed earlier, there were 171 person mandates in effect 
in 2001 (BCBSA 2001).1 Such mandates are rarely repealed, hence have tended to grow 
in number over time. 

 
Enforcement 

Since most states require health insurance companies and managed care plans to file 
the benefit plans and rates offered, there is a straightforward mechanism for enforcing 
these requirements. Moreover, consumer advocacy groups of covered persons and the 

                                                
1 Much of what is known about these mandates across states and over time is from an annual compilation 
by Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association (BCBSA 2001), although the Mandated Benefits Manual is 
reportedly more authoritative (Jensen, Cotter and Morrisey 1995). The 171 figure means there have been 
that many separate decisions by states to adopt a mandate, i.e., since all states mandate coverage for 
newborns, that accounts for 51 out of the 171.  
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families of persons covered are highly motivated to bring any non-compliant plans to the 
attention of insurance regulators. 

 

Research Questions 
 
 

This working paper covers two major topic areas framed within six research 
questions, all of which are related to the impact of person mandates in the U.S. insurance 
market.  Our primary goal was to identify, review, and evaluate the published literature to 
answer the research questions with the intent of developing an interim estimate of the 
costs and benefits of such mandates for coverage; our secondary goal was to identify 
areas where no evidence exists or where the evidence has important limitations and then 
describe the type of data that would be needed to more fully address the question. The 
questions are listed below by topic area, along with a brief description of our analytical 
approach, including outcomes of interest.  
 
Costs of Person Mandates for Health Insurance 

Question 1a.  What is the amount of government regulatory costs related to person 
mandates for health insurance? This includes federal costs to monitor and enforce these 
mandates.  

Question 1b.  What is the amount of health industry compliance costs related to 
person mandates for health insurance? This includes all administrative costs and 
enforcement penalties borne by parties subject to these mandates. 

Question 1c. Are person mandates for health insurance related to use of health care 
services? Apart from the costs of translation services, person mandates may lead to 
increased insurance coverage for those who are elligable. Theoretically, improved access 
to primary care might result in fewer avoidable hospital admissions or less emergency 
room care.  

Question 1d.  Are person mandates related to the cost of health care services? 
Whether person mandates had a net impact on cost, positive or negative, would depend 
on relative changes in use for different types of insurance as well as their respective unit 
costs.  
Benefits of Person Mandates for Health Insurance 

Question 2a.  What is the value of person mandate-related changes in health service 
use?  To the extent that person mandates increase access to insurance and thus increase 
service use, we wanted to measure the benefit associated with this.  
Question 2b.  What is the impact of person mandates on health outcomes?  Without 
adequate insurance, patients not covered by insurance may not receive health care 
services that those with undisputed access to insurance receive.  In theory, improved 
access to care could result in less avoidable morbidity and mortality, along with increased 
patient satisfaction.   
 

Limitations of Working Paper 
 
Theoretical Impact 
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Costs. Person mandates generally should be expected to increase the cost of 
coverage. In addition, to the extent that the costs of mandated benefits get shifted back to 
workers, they may result in lower wages, a decrease in employment or a decrease in the 
generosity of employer-provided health insurance or other fringe benefits (Kaestner and 
Simon 2002).  

 
 
Benefits. Expanded coverage generally will have some value to those newly covered 

or their families.  
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Section II. Methods 
Literature Search and Review  

Sources 
Peer-Reviewed Literature  

We performed electronic subject-based searches of the literature using the following 
databases: 

• MEDLINE® (1975-June 30, 2004) and CINAHL® (1975-June 30, 2004) 
which together cover all the relevant clinical literature and leading health 
policy journals 

• Health Affairs, the leading health policy journal, whose site permits full text 
searching of all issues from 1981-present 

• ISI Web of Knowledge (1978-June 30, 2004) which includes the Science 
Citation Expanded®, Social Sciences Citation Index®, and Arts & Humanities 
Citation Index™ covering all major social sciences journals 

• Lexis-Nexis (1975-June 30, 2004) which covers all major law publications 
• Public Affairs Information Service (PAIS), including PAIS International and 

PAIS Periodicals/Publishers (1975-June 30, 2004) which together index 
information on politics, public policy, social policy, and the social sciences in 
general. Covers journals, books, government publications, and directories.  

• Dissertation Abstracts (1975-June 30, 2004) 
• Books in Print (1975-June 30, 2004) 

 
A professional librarian assisted in the development of our search strategy, 

customizing the searches for each research question.  In cases where we already had 
identified a previous literature synthesis that included items known to be of relevance, we 
developed a list of search terms based on the subject headings from these articles and 
from the official indexing terms of MEDLINE and other databases being used.  We 
performed multiple searches with combinations of these terms and evaluated the results 
of those searches for sensitivity and specificity with respect to each topic.  We also 
performed searches on authors known or found to have published widely on a study 
topic.  In addition to performing electronic database searches, we consulted experts in the 
field for further references. Finally, we reviewed the references cited by each article that 
was ultimately included in the synthesis. We did not hand search any journals. This 
review was limited to the English-language research literature.  A complete listing of 
search terms and results is found in Appendix A. 

 
“Fugitive” Literature  

In some cases, relevant “fugitive” literature was cited, in which case we made every 
effort to track it down. We also performed systematic Web searches at the following 
sites:  

• Health law/regulation Web sites 
• Health industry trade organizations   
• State agency trade organizations and research centers 
• Major health care/health policy consulting firms 
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• Health policy research organizations 
• Academic health policy centers 
• Major health policy foundations 

 
These searches varied by site. In cases where a complete publications listing was 

readily available, it was hand-searched. In other cases, we relied on the search function 
within the site itself to identify documents of potential relevance. Because of the volume 
of literature obtained through the peer-reviewed literature, including literature syntheses, 
we avoided material that simply summarized existing studies. Instead, we focused on 
retrieval of documents in which a new cost estimate was developed based on collection of 
primary data (e.g., surveys of state agencies) or secondary analysis of existing data (e.g., 
compilation of agency enforcement costs available from some other source).  We 
excluded studies that did not report sufficient methodological detail to permit replication 
of their approach to cost estimation.                                              
Inclusion Criteria 

We developed the following inclusion criteria: 
• Sample:  wherever results from nationally representative samples were 

available, these were used in favor of case studies or more limited samples.  
• Multiple Publications: whenever multiple results were reported from the same 

database or study, we selected those that were most recent and/or most 
methodologically sound. 

• Outcomes: we selected only studies in which a measurable impact on costs 
was either directly reported or could be estimated from the reported outcomes 
in a reasonably straightforward fashion.   

• Methods: we only selected studies in which sufficient methodological detail 
was reported to assess the quality of the estimate provided.  

 
Where possible, we limited the review to studies using from 1975 through June 30, 

2004 reasoning that any earlier estimates could not be credibly extrapolated to the present 
given the sizable changes in the health care industry during the past two decades.  Other 
exclusions were as follows: 

• Unless we had no other information for a particular category of costs or 
benefits, we excluded qualitative estimates of impact.  

• Estimates of impacts derived from unadjusted comparisons were discarded 
whenever high quality multivariate results were available to control for 
differences between states or across time. 

• Estimates that focused on measuring system-wide impact generally were 
selected over narrower estimates (e.g., per capita health spending vs. cost per 
inpatient day) on grounds that savings achieved in one sector may have 
induced higher spending elsewhere in the system; hence narrower 
comparisons might inadvertently lead to an inappropriate conclusion.    
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Section III. Results 
 

Empirical Evidence 
 
As for provider mandates, we focus on the only study we could locate that has isolated 
the impact of person mandates as a group. Continuation of coverage and anti-
discrimination restrictions have already been discussed elsewhere, so no evidence about 
them is included here. Henderson, Seward and Taylor (forthcoming) show that person 
mandates lowered the cost of indemnity coverage for families only by 1 percent; all other 
effects were in the same direction but were statistically insignificant.  Since the average 
state has 4.67 such mandates, this implies a 4.6 percent reduction in family premiums. 

 

 
Net Assessment 

 
We have calculated the regulatory costs in the following fashion (minimum and 
maximum parameter estimates are shown in parentheses: full details of methods and 
sources are in Table E-7). 

• Indirect Benefits: Lower Premiums. To estimate the impact on total health 
premiums, we use the Henderson, Seward and Taylor figures on premium effects 
and apply these percentages to total indemnity and HMO premiums in the U.S. in 
2002. We use the impact on families as our upper bound, no effect as a lower 
bound and average these as an expected value. 

• Social Welfare Gains: Efficiency Gains from Premium Savings.  Since lower 
premiums are presumed to increase demand for coverage, there is a corresponding 
social welfare gain from the resultant consumer and producer surpluses. We 
estimate these by multiplying these savings times the marginal excess burden 
associated with output taxes, using 21% (15%, 28%) as the expected value of 
MEB (see Table B-1 for details of how MEB is calculated). 

 
The net result of person mandates is an estimated cost of $0 billion (0, 0) and  

estimated benefits of $9,707 million (0, 20,535). 
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Listing of Included Studies 
 

 1.  Bailey, Elizabeth Rover. "Three Men and a Baby: Second-Parent Adoptions and Their Implications." 
38 (May 1997): 569. 

 2.  Barron, Paul. "State Statutes Dealing With HIV and AIDS: a Comprehensive State-by-State 
Summary (2004 Edition), Staff of Volume 13+." 13 (2004): 1. 

 3.  Bergin, Kathleen A. "Contraceptive Coverage Under Student Health Insurance Plans: Title IX As a 
Remedy for Sex Discrimination." 54 (January 2000): 157. 

 4.  Bovbjerg, Randall R. "AIDS and Insurance: How Private Health Coverage Relates to HIV/AIDS 
Infection and to Public Programs." 77 (May 1992): 1561. 

 5.  Carlson, G. W. and S. E. Goodwin. "COBRA and Tax Implications of Domestic Partner Coverage." 
Employee Benefits Journal 18, no. 2 (June 1993): 6-10. 

 6.  Colker, Ruth. "Pregnancy, Parenting, and Capitalism." 58 (1997): 61. 

 7.  Crossley, Mary A. "Medical Futility and Disability Discrimination." 81 (December 1995): 179. 

 8.  Davison, E. L. and J. Rouse. "Exploring Domestic Partnership Benefits Policies in Corporate 
America." Journal of Homosexuality 48, no. 2 (2004): 21-44. 

 9.  Eisenstein, L Rachel. "Prenatal Health Care: Today's Solution to the Future's Loss." 18 (Winter 
1991): 467. 

 10.  Faerber, Paula Woodland. "Empirical Study: a Guide to the Guidelines: a Longitudinal Study of 
Child Support Guidelines in the United States." 1 (1999): 151. 

 11.  Farber, H. Miriam. "Do Coverage Limitations and Exclusions in Employer-Provided Health Care 
Plans Violate the Americans With Disabilites Act?" 69 (October 1994-November 1994): 
850. 

 12.  Geetter, Jennifer S. "The Condition Dilemma: a New Approach to Insurance Coverage of 
Disabilities." 37 (Summer 2000): 521. 

 13.  Gilbert, Bethany J. "The "Unborn Child" Regulation: an Ifficient Legal Approach to Providing 
Prenatal Care." 11 (2002): 45. 

 14.  Gittler, Josephine and Sharon Rennert. "HIV Infection Among Women and Children and 
Antidiscrimination Laws: an Overview." 77 (May 1992): 1313. 

 15.  Jacobi, John V. "The Ends of Health Insurance." 30 (Winter 1997): 311. 

 16.  Jacobus, Caroline W. "Legislative Responses to Discrimination in Women's Health Care: a Report 
Prepared for the Commission to Study Sex Discrimination in Statutes." 16 (Spring 1995): 
153. 

 17.  Jameson, Elizabeth J and Elizabeth Wehr. "Drafting National Health Care Reform Legislation to 
Protect the Health Interests of Children: Children's Health Intersts Have Not Been a High 
Priority and Health Plan Administrators or the Institutional Purchasers of Group Health 
Coverage." 5 (Fall 1993): 152. 
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 18.  Lilith, Ryiah. "Caring for the Ten Percent's 2.4: Lesbian and Gay Parent's Access to Parental 
Benefits." 16 (Fall 2001): 125. 

 19.  McKenzie, Dana K. and Susan F. Paikin. "A Complete History of Medical Child Support - Slightly 
Abridged!" 20 (Summer 2002): 18. 

 20.  Meyer, D R. "Health Insurance and Child Support." Health Aff 16, no. 2 (March 1997): 207-17. 

 21.  Peters, Philip G. "Health Care Rationing and Disability Rights." 70 (Spring 1995): 491. 

 22.  Prescott, Dana E. "Machiavelli and a Unified Theory of Economic Parental Responsibility: a 
Proposed Statute." 12 (Fall 1999): 95. 

 23.  Regan, Milton C. "Unmarried Partners and the Legacy of Marvin V. Marvin: Calibrated 
Commitment: the Legal Treatment of Marriage and Cohabitation." 76 (October 2001): 
1435. 

 24.  Richards, Gregory A. and Philip S. Wartenberg. "Family Law: Health Insurance and Other Health-
Related Expenses in Family Law: an Overview." 72 (April 1998): 65. 

 25.  Sanchez, John. "Public Sector Labor and Employment Law." 24 (Fall 1999): 73. 

 26.  Schacht, Thomas E. "Prevention Strategies to Protect Professionals and Families Involved in High-
Conflict Divorce." 22 (Spring 2000): 565. 

 27.  Schlee, Jessica Ann. "Genetic Testing: Technology That Is Changing the Adoption Process." 18  
(2001): 133. 

 28.  Silver, Jessica Dunsay. "From Baby Doe to Grandpa Doe: the Impact of the Federal Age 
Discrimination Act on the "Hidden" Rationing of Medical Care." 37 (Summer 1988): 993. 

 29.  Singer, Lawrence E. "Look What They'Ve Done to My Law, Ma: Cobra's Implosion." 33 (Spring 
1996): 113. 

 30.  Strong, Carson. "Too Many Twins, Triplets, Quadruplets, and So on: a Call for New Priorities." 31 
(Summer 2003): 272. 

 31.  Swartz, Katherine. "Justifying Government As Backstop in Health Insurance Markets." 2 (Fall 
2001): 89. 

 32.  Swisher, Peter Nash. "Judicial Interpretations of Insurance Contract Disputes: Toward a Realistic 
Middle Ground Approach." 57 (1996): 543. 

 33.  Waldfogel, Jane. "Family-Friendly Policies for Families With Young Children." 5 (2001): 273. 

 34.  Wardle, Lynn D. "Preference for Marital Couple Adoption - Constitutional and Policy Reflections." 
5 (2003): 345. 

 35.  Widiss, Alan I. "HIV Infection Among Women of Reproductive Age, Children, and Adolescents: to 
Insure or Not to Insure Persons Infected With the Virus That Causes AIDS." 77 (May 
1992): 1617. 

 36.  Wright, Kelly L. "College Students Be Aware: Problems and Pitfalls in Student 
Health Insurance." 7 (Summer 1999): 531. 
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Listing of Excluded Studies  

 
Key for Reasons for Exclusion 
 
1. Studies with no original data 
2. Studies with no outcomes of interest 
3. Studies performed outside U.S. 
4. Studies published in abstract form only 
5. Case-report only 
6. Unable to obtain the article 
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Appendix A. Evidence Tables 
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Appendix B. Search Strategies  
 
 
Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) <1966 to July Week 4 2004> 
Search Strategy #1: ALL 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1     Insurance, Health/lj [Legislation & Jurisprudence] (2624) 
2     (mandate$ and benefits).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, name of substance word, subject 
heading word] (444) 
3     (mandate$ and coverage).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, name of substance word, subject 
heading word] (324) 
4     2 or 3 (666) 
5     1 and 4 (66) 
6     (cost or burden or impact or benefit).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, name of substance 
word, subject heading word] (409885) 
7     (mandate or require$ or compulsory).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, name of substance 
word, subject heading word] (635402) 
8     (adopt$ child$ and insurance).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, name of substance word, 
subject heading word] (3) 
9     (conversion and (non-group or individual) and coverage).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, 
name of substance word, subject heading word] (4) 
10     (conversion and (non-group or individual) and insurance).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, 
name of substance word, subject heading word] (3) 
11     11 or 12 (7) 
12     (dependent and student and insurance).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, name of 
substance word, subject heading word] (3) 
13     (handicapped dependent and insurance).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, name of 
substance word, subject heading word] (1) 
14     (non-custodial child$ and insurance).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, name of substance 
word, subject heading word] (0) 
15     (custod$ child and insurance).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, name of substance word, 
subject heading word] (0) 
16     (domestic partner and insurance).mp. [mp=title, original title, abstract, name of substance 
word, subject heading word] (7) 
17     8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 (24) 
18     limit 17 to (english language and yr=1975 - 2004) (21) 
19     from 18 keep 1,6-8,11,16,18-19 (8) 

 
Database: CINAHL - Cumulative Index to Nursing & Allied Health Literature <1982 to May Week 4 
2005> 
Search Strategy: 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1     Insurance, Health/lj [Legislation & Jurisprudence] (535) 
2     (mandate$ and benefits).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, abstract, instrumentation] (104) 
3     (mandate$ and coverage).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, abstract, instrumentation] (50) 
4     2 or 3 (144) 
5     1 and 4 (9) 
6     (cost or burden or impact or benefit).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, abstract, 
instrumentation] (60696) 
7     (mandate or require$ or compulsory).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, abstract, 
instrumentation] (35312) 
8     (adopt$ child$ and insurance).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, abstract, instrumentation] (2) 
9     (conversion and (non-group or individual) and coverage).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, 
abstract, instrumentation] (0) 
10     (conversion and (non-group or individual) and insurance).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, 
abstract, instrumentation] (0) 
11     9 or 10 (0) 
12     (dependent and student and insurance).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, abstract, 
instrumentation] (1) 
13     (handicapped dependent and insurance).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, abstract, 
instrumentation] (0) 
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14     (non-custodial child$ and insurance).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, abstract, 
instrumentation] (0) 
15     (custod$ child and insurance).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, abstract, instrumentation] 
(4) 
16     (domestic partner and insurance).mp. [mp=title, subject heading word, abstract, 
instrumentation] (2) 
17     8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 (5) 
18     5 or 17 (14) 
19     limit 18 to (english language and yr=1975-2004) (14) 
20     from 19 keep 9-10,12 (3) 
 
 
Database: ISI Web of Science <1978 to July 31, 2004> 
Search Strategy #1: ALL  
1 Limit searches to DocType=All document types; Language=English; Databases=SCI-EXPANDED, 

SSCI, A&HCI; Timespan=1978-2004  
2 TS=(adopt* child* AND insurance) OR TS=(conversion and (non-group or individual)) OR 

TS=(conversion and (non-group or individual) and insurance) OR TS=(dependent and student and 
insurance) OR TS=(handicapped dependent and insurance) OR TS=(non-custodial child* and 
insurance) OR TS=(custod* child and insurance) OR TS=(domestic partner and insurance) (2880) 

3 TS=(mandat* OR requir* OR compuls*) (>100,000) 
4 #2 AND #1 (58) 
5 Of these, 0 selected for detailed review 
 
 
Database: Lexis-Nexis <1975 to July Week 4 2004>  
Search Strategy #1: mandate 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 mandate* (in title) AND insurance (full text) AND health (full text) (57) 
2 Of these, 0 selected for detailed review 
 
Database: Lexis-Nexis <1975 to July Week 4 2004>  
Search Strategy #1: adopt 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 adopt* (at least 3) AND child* (at least 3) AND health insurance (at least 3); forcused search: mandate 

or require* or compulsory (276) 
2 Of these, 11 selected for detailed review 
 
Database: Lexis-Nexis <1975 to July Week 4 2004>  
Search Strategy #1: conversion 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 conversion (full text) AND non-group (full text) AND health insurance (full text) (6) 
2 Of these, 3 selected for detailed review 
 
Database: Lexis-Nexis <1975 to July Week 4 2004>  
Search Strategy #1: student 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 student OR college (title) AND health insurance (at least 3) AND (mandate or require$ or compulsory) 

(at least 3) (32) 
2 Of these, 3 selected for detailed review 
 
Database: Lexis-Nexis <1975 to July Week 4 2004>  
Search Strategy #1: handicap 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 handicap* (at least 3) AND dependent (at least 3) AND health insurance (at least 3) (37) 
2 Of these, 11 selected for detailed review 
 
Database: Lexis-Nexis <1975 to July Week 4 2004>  
Search Strategy #1: newborn 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 newborn (at least 3) AND health insurance (at least 3) AND (mandate or require$ or compulsory) (at 

least 3) (155) 
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2 Of these, 8 selected for detailed review 
 
Database: Lexis-Nexis <1975 to July Week 4 2004>  
Search Strategy #1: noncustodial 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 noncustodial OR non-custodial (at least 3) AND health insurance (at least 3) (31) 
2 Of these, 5 selected for detailed review 
 
 
Database: PAIS <1975 to July Week 4 2004>  
Search Strategy #1: ALL 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 ( (adopt* child* and insurance) or (conversion and (non-group or individual)) or (conversion and (non-

group or individual) and insurance) or (dependent and student and insurance) or (handicap* dependent 
and insurance) or (non-custodial child* and insurance) or (custod* child and insurance) or (domestic 
partner and insurance) ) and (LA:PAIS = ENGLISH) and (PY:PAIS = 1975-2004) (6) 

2 Of these, 1 selected for detailed review 
 
Database: Dissertation Abstracts <1975 to July Week 4 2004> 
Search Strategy #1: ALL 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
1 (((kw: dependent and kw: student)) or kw: handicap or kw: non-custodial or kw: custod* or ((kw: 

domestic and kw: partner))) or (kw: adopt* or kw: conversion) and ((kw: health and kw: insurance)) and 
yr: 1975-2004 and ln= "english"  (106) 

2 Of these, 0 selected for detailed review 
 
Database: Books in Print <1975 to July Week 4 2004>  
Search Strategy #1: ALL 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
1 (((kw: dependent and kw: student)) or kw: handicap or kw: non-custodial or kw: custod* or ((kw: 

domestic and kw: partner))) or (kw: adopt* or kw: conversion) and ((kw: health and kw: insurance)) and 
yr: 1975-2004 and ln= "english"  (0) 

 
Database: Health Affairs <1981 to July Week 4 2004>  
Search Strategy #1: adopt 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
1 Full text search for phrase “adopted children” (2)  
2 Of these, 0 selected for detailed review 
 
Search Strategy #1: conversion  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
1 Full text search for conversion AND non-group  (1)  
2 Of these, 0 selected for detailed review 
 
Search Strategy #1: student  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 Full text search for  college AND student  AND health insurance (148) 
2 Of these, 3 selected for detailed review 
 
Search Strategy #1: handicap  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 Full text search for  handicap AND dependent  AND health insurance (6) 
2 Of these, 1 selected for detailed review 
 
 
Search Strategy #1: newborn  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 Full text search for  newborn AND health insurance (103) 
2 Of these, 5selected for detailed review 
 
Search Strategy #1: noncustodial  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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1 Full text search for  noncustodial AND health insurance (2) 
2 Of these, 1 selected for detailed review 
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Appendix C. Web Sites Used in I-7 Literature 
Search 

 

Health Law/Regulation Web Sites   
We began searching at Web sites known to specialize in health law and regulation 

generally or specific topics included in this review:  
• American Health Lawyers Association 

http://www.healthlawyers.org/ (no documents found) 
• Findlaw.com—health law  

http://www.findlaw.com/01topics/19health/index.html (no documents found) 
• Health Care Compliance Association 

http://www.hcca-info.org/ (no documents found) 
• HealthHippo 

http://hippo.findlaw.com/hippohome.html (no documents found)  
• National Health Care Anti-fraud Association (NHCAA) 

http://www.nhcaa.org/ (no documents found – member-only site) 
 

Health Industry Trade Organizations 
Health Insurance Regulation  

For health insurance regulation, we searched the following industry and state agency 
trade organization Web sites:  

• American Association of Health Plans (AAHP)  
http://www.aahp.org/ (no documents found) 

• Health Insurance Association of American (HIAA) 
http://www.hiaa.org/index_flash.cfm (no documents found) 

• Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association (BCBSA)  
http://www.bluecares.com/ (no documents found) 

• National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) 
http://www.ncqa.org/ (no documents found) 

• National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC)  
http://www.naic.org/  (no documents found) 
  

State Agency Trade Organizations and Research Centers  
For state agency trade organizations and health policy research centers specializing in 

state health policy issues not accounted for above, we searched the following Web sites: 
 

Executive branch 
• National Governors Association (NGA) 

http://www.nga.org/ (no documents found)  
• National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO)  

 http://www.nasbo.org/ (no documents found) 
• Association of State and Territorial Health Officers (ASTHO)  
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http://www.astho.org/ (no documents found) 
• National Association of Health Data Organizations (NAHDO)  

http://www.nahdo.org/default.asp (no documents found) 
• National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers (NASACT) 

http://www.nasact.org/ (no documents found) 
 

Legislative branch 
• National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) 

http://www.ncsl.org/ (no documents found) 
• Council of State Governments (CSG) 

http://www.csg.org/csg/default (no documents found) 
• National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA) 

http://www.napawash.org/ (no documents found) 
              

State Health Policy Research Centers 
• National Academy of State Policy 

http://www.nashp.org/ (no documents found) 
• Pew Center on the States 

http://www.stateline.org/ (no documents found) 
• State Health Policy Web Portal Group 

http://www.hpolicy.duke.edu/cyberexchange/Whatstat.htm#States  
Rather than search 50 individual sites, we queried by e-mail the directors of all 
centers included in this group for relevant reports/studies their centers had 
conducted or that had been conducted by agencies in their states 

 
Health Care/Health Policy Consulting Firms   

For major health care/health policy consulting firms, we searched the following sites. 
Some of these specialize in human resource consulting, but were included in the event 
they had done industry-wide studies of regulatory costs: 

 
• Buck Consultants Inc. 

http://www.buckconsultants.com/ (no documents found) 
• Deloitte & Touche  

http://www.deloitte.com/vs/0%2C1616%2Csid%25253D2000%2C00.html (no 
documents found) 

• Ernst & Young LLP 
http://www.ey.com/global/content.nsf/US/Home (no documents found) 

• Hewitt Associates LLC  
http://www.hewitt.com/ (no documents found) 

• Milliman USA Inc. 
http://www.milliman.com/ (no documents found)   

• PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 
http://www.pwcglobal.com/ (no documents found) 

• Towers Perrin 
http://www.towers.com/towers/default.asp (no documents found) 
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• Watson Wyatt Worldwide 
http://www.watsonwyatt.com/ (no documents found) 
 

Health Policy Research Organizations 
.  For major health policy research organizations, including “think tanks” and some 

advocacy groups, we searched the following sites: 
 

• Abt Associates 
http://www.abtassoc.com/ (no documents found) 

• Alliance for Health Reform 
http://www.allhealth.org/ (no documents found) 

• AcademyHealth 
      http://www.academyhealth.org/index.html (no documents found)   
• The Advisory Board Company 

http://www.advisoryboardcompany.com/ (no documents found – member-only 
site)        

• American Enterprise Institute (AEI) 
http://www.aei.org/ (no documents found) 

• Battelle 
http://www.battelle.org/ (no documents found) 

• Brookings Institution 
http://www.brook.edu/ (no documents found) 

• Cato Institute  
http://www.cato.org/ (no documents found) 

• Center for Budget and Policy Priorities (CBPP) 
http://www.cbpp.org/ (no documents found) 

• Center for Health Affairs (Project HOPE) 
http://www.projecthope.org/ (no documents found) 

• Center for Health Care Strategies (CHCS) 
http://www.chcs.org/ (no documents found) 

• Center for Study of Health Systems Change (CSHSC) 
http://www.hschange.com/ (no documents found) 

• Employee Benefits Research Institute (EBRI) 
http://www.ebri.org/ (no documents found) 

• Heritage Foundation  
http://www.heritage.org/ (no documents found) 

• Institute of Medicine (IOM)  
http://www.iom.edu/ (no documents found) 

• Lewin Group 
http://www.Quintiles.com/Specialty_Consulting/The_Lewin_Group/default.htm 
(no documents found) 

• Mathematica Policy Research (MPR) 
http://www.mathematica-mpr.com/HEALTH.HTM (no documents found) 

• National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) 
http://www.nber.org/ (no documents found) 
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• National Health Policy Forum  
http://www.nhpf.org/ (no documents found) 

• RAND Health 
http://www.rand.org/health_area/ (no documents found) 

• Research Triangle Institute (RTI) 
• http://www.rti.org/ (no documents found) 
• Urban Institute  

http://www.urban.org/ (no documents found) 
 

Major Health Policy Foundations.  For major health policy foundations, we 
searched the following sites: 

 
• California Healthcare Foundation 

http://www.chcf.org/ (no documents found) 
• Commonwealth Fund 

http://www.cmwf.org/ (no documents found) 
• Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 

http://www.rwjf.org/index.jsp (no documents found) 
• Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation 

http://www.kff.org/ (no documents found) 
• United Hospital Fund 

http://www.uhfnyc.org/ (no documents found) 
                                             

 


